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ABSTRACT

This paper presents some recent improvements in auto-

matic transcription of Italian broadcast news obtained at

ITC-irst.

A �rst preliminary activity was carried out in order to de-

velop a suitable speech corpus for the Italian language. The

resulting corpus, formed by recordings covering 30 hours of

radio news, was exploited for developing a baseline system

for transcription of broadcast news. The system performs

in di�erent stages: acoustic segmentation and classi�ca-

tion, speaker clustering, acoustic model adaptation and

speech decoding. Major recent advances allowing perfor-

mance improvement concern with speech segmentation and

clustering, acoustic modeling, acoustic model adaptation

and the language model.

The transcription system features a 14.3% word error rate

on planned studio speech and 18.7% on the whole test set

formed by recordings of radio broadcast news. When ap-

plied to a test set formed by recordings of television broad-

cast news, the system features 16.5% word error rate on

planned studio speech and 23.2% by considering the whole

test set.

1. INTRODUCTION

Technologies that make the management and the access

of multimedia archives easier are receiving more and more

attention due to the increasing availability of large multi-

media digital libraries. Technologies for audio transcrip-

tion and indexing of multimedia archives are among the

emerging technologies.

This work presents a system for the automatic transcrip-

tion of Italian broadcast news.

A preliminary activity was carried out in order to develop

a suitable speech corpus for the Italian language. 30 hours

of recordings covering radio news of several years were col-

lected, labelled and transcribed. The annotated material

formed a speech corpus called Italian Broadcast News Cor-

pus (IBNC). This corpus was used for developing the sys-

tem.

The current system performs four stages [1]: acoustic seg-

mentation and classi�cation, speaker clustering, acoustic

model adaptation, and speech transcription. The tran-

scription system was tested with two di�erent sets of data

formed, respectively, by recordings of radio and television

broadcast news. On radio recordings, the system features a

14.3% word error rate on planned studio speech and 18.7%

on the whole test set. When applied to television broad-

cast news, the system features 16.5% word error rate on

planned studio speech and 23.2% on the whole test sam-

ple.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces

the activities of data collection and annotation ongoing

at ITC-irst. Section 3 briey sketches the audio segmen-

tation, classi�cation and clustering algorithms. Section 4

outlines the adopted acoustic modeling, language model,

recognition engine and speaker adaptation. Experimental

results are presented in Section 5.

2. BROADCAST NEWS CORPORA

Since Summer 1999, ITC-irst has been collecting Italian

broadcast news corpora. First, the IBNC corpus was devel-

oped under a contract with ELRA/ELDA1. RAI, the ma-

jor Italian broadcast company, supplied recordings of radio

news programs sampled from its internal digital archive.

The collection consists of 150 programs, for a total time

of about 30 hours, issued between 1992 and 1999. The

corpus contains about 7 hours of telephone speech. The

IBNC was segmented, labelled and transcribed following

conventions similar to those adopted by the Linguistic Data

Consortium2 for the HUB-4 corpora. The corpus, which

was released in April 2000, will be distributed by ELRA.

Recently, ITC-irst has started to develop an in-house cor-

pus of television broadcast news, a small part of which has

been used in this work. According to our plans, by the end

of this year about 100 hours of transcribed material will be

available for development and evaluation purposes.

1European Language Resources Association.
2www.ldc.upenn.edu.
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3. SEGMENTATION AND

CLUSTERING

The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [2] is applied

to segment the input audio stream into acoustically ho-

mogeneous chunks. Gaussians mixture models are then

used to classify segments in terms of acoustic source and

channel. Emission probability densities consist of mixtures

of 1024 multi-variate Gaussian components having diago-

nal covariance matrices. Observations are 39-dimension

vectors (see Section 4.1). Six classes are considered for

classi�cation: female/male wide-band speech, female/male

narrow-band speech, pure music, and silence plus other

non-speech events.

Clustering of speech segments is done by a bottom-up

scheme [2, 3] that groups segments which are acoustically

close with respect to the BIC. As a result, this step should

gather segments of the same speaker.

To evaluate the segmentation algorithm in detecting the

break points, recall and precision are computed with re-

spect to target (manually annotated) boundaries: with half

a second time tolerance, the two measures result equal to

82.9% and 85.9%, respectively.

Classi�cation accuracy, in terms of the six above classes, is

95.6%. De�ning the purity of a cluster as the percentage

of speech uttered by its dominant speaker, the clustering

algorithm provides an average cluster purity of 94.1%.

More details about the content of this section can be found

in [4].

4. SPEECH TRANSCRIPTION

4.1. Acoustic Modeling

Acoustic modeling is based on continuous-density HMMs.

The acoustic parameter vector comprises 12 mel-scaled

cepstral coeÆcients, the log-energy and their �rst and sec-

ond time-derivatives. For either channel condition, a set of

context-dependent units is de�ned, based on the SAMPA

phonetic alphabet. Some additional units have also been

introduced, to cover silence, background noise and a num-

ber of spontaneous speech phenomena. They are used both

in training and in recognition by allowing their optional in-

sertion between words.

Acoustic training was performed with Baum-Welch rees-

timation using the training portion of the IBNC corpus,

augmented with other datasets collected at ITC-irst. Ta-

ble 1 shows the amount of training data used for each model

set.

The lexicon was produced with an automatic transcription

tool, and then manually checked to compensate for possible

errors in the transcription of acronyms and foreign words.

Context-dependent models The context-dependent

models include a set of triphones which are well repre-

sented in the training data, augmented with a set of left-

dependent or right-dependent diphones used as backo�

models for unseen contexts.

A backo� unit is de�ned as the \union" of all units which

share a partial context: for example, a left-dependent unit

is de�ned as the union of all the triphones which share the

common left context, plus a possible \remainder" for that

left context (see Figure 1). The \remainder" unit is meant

to represent the collection of all the di�erent contexts of

a phone which appear in the training set, but not often

enough to have a dedicated model. Only triphones and

remainders are directly estimated on the training database.

The models of backo� units are built afterwards by means

of an agglomeration technique described below.

First, a set of \trainable" triphones is selected by imposing

a threshold on their occurrences on the training data, that

was set to 10 for these experiments. A transcription of the

training data is then generated by using this set of units.

When a triphone appears that is not in the selected list, it

is mapped on a remainder unit. Between the two possible

remainders that could be substituted, the one with the

highest number of occurrences is chosen.

This set of models is then trained using Baum-Welch rees-

timation, starting with single-component mixtures, and it-

eratively splitting Gaussians selected according to their us-

age counters during the �rst iterations. Beside, references

to Gaussians are pruned from mixtures if their weights fall

below a prede�ned threshold. The tying scheme enforces

sharing of Gaussian components among allophone mixtures

of a particular phone, which are in the same position within

the model. Mixture weights are left speci�c to each model.

During reestimation, all the statistics of transitions and

distributions are stored for later use by the agglomeration

procedure.

wide-band narrow-band

Training Data 26h:42m 15h:42m

#Words 236000 121000

#Triphones 6150 3814

#Backo� Models 2327 1181

#Gaussians 15752 10573

Table 1: Properties of the two model sets used in the

experiments.

As previously stated, models for backo� units are built

by agglomeration. For each backo� unit, a model is built

whose topology corresponds to the common topology of

the allophones of the base phone. The transition probabili-

ties are then estimated by summing the counters computed

during Baum-Welch reestimation of all the subsumed tri-

phones. Similarly, each mixture of the agglomerate model

is built by joining the components of all the mixtures in the

same position within the triphone models, and estimating

their weights by combining the statistics of the weights of

the included mixtures. The backo� models therefore con-
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Figure 1: Model hierarchy. The symbol ? denotes the \remainder" context.

tain model-speci�c mixtures whose components belong to

the common Gaussian pool of the allophones. The same

procedure was applied for the wide-band and narrow-band

models. The characteristics of the resulting model sets are

reported in Table 1.

As for the training lexicon, the recognition lexicon is gen-

erated using triphones only when there is a minimum num-

ber of occurrences in the training set. This time, however,

missing triphones are not mapped to remainders, but to

backo� units, and the threshold is set to 50. Threshold-

ing is applied to backo� units as well, so that context-

independent units can appear.

4.2. Language Model

A trigram language model was developed by mainly ex-

ploiting newspaper text sources. In particular, a 133M-

word collection of the nation wide newspaper La Stampa

was employed, that includes all issues between 1992 and

1998. Moreover, the broadcast news transcriptions of the

training data were added. Numeric expressions occurring

in the texts were replaced by labels. As explained later,

during the decoding phase, labels will be linked to speci�c

rule-based LMs.

A lexicon of the most frequent 64K words was selected.

The lexicon gives a 2.2% OOV rate on the newspaper cor-

pus and about 1.6% on the IBNC corpus. An interpo-

lated trigram LM was estimated by employing a non linear

discounting function and a pruning strategy that deletes

trigrams on the basis of their context frequency. A good

trade-o� was obtained by using a shift-1 discounting func-

tion and by pruning all trigrams with context frequency

less than 10. This results in a pruned LM with a perplex-

ity of 188 and a size of 14M.

4.3. Recognition Engine

The recognizer is a single-step Viterbi decoder. The basic

Viterbi beam-search algorithm is extended [5] to deal with

recurrent transition networks, which in this case are used

to represent subgrammars in the LM for common entities

such as cardinal numbers, ordinal numbers, and percent-

ages. The use of subgrammars and a recursive decoder has

the e�ect of reducing the network size during decoding, as

there is no need to embed the subgrammars in the main

trigram network for each occurrence, and also allows for a

more robust estimation of the LM.

The 64K-word trigram LM is mapped into a static network

with a shared-tail topology [6]. The main network has

about 11M states, 10M named transitions and 17M empty

transitions.

4.4. Acoustic Model Adaptation

On each cluster of speech segments, unsupervised acoustic

model adaptation is carried out by exploiting the transcrip-

tions generated by a preliminary decoding step.

Gaussian components in the system are adapted using

the Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) tech-

nique [7, 8]. A global regression class is considered for

adapting only the means or both means and variances.

Mean vectors are adapted using a full transformation ma-

trix, while a diagonal transformation matrix is used to

adapt variances.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Transcription experiments were carried out with two dif-

ferent test sets: the IBNC test set, formed by 6 radio news

programs for a total of 1h:15m, and a test set formed by

two television news programs, for a total of 40 minutes.

In all cases, automatic transcription experiments exploited

the segmentation automatically computed by the acous-

tic segmentation and classi�cation modules. According to

their class, speech segments were processed with the gen-

eral wide-band or narrow-band acoustic models. The re-

sulting transcripts were used to perform acoustic model

adaptation on each cluster. Then, the �nal decoding step

was performed by using the adapted acoustic models.

Table 2 reports results obtained on the IBNC test set. The

Word Error Rate (WER) is reported for speech material

corresponding to the di�erent focus conditions and for the

whole test set. Recognition experiments were carried out

without (Baseline column) and with acoustic model adap-

tation (MLLR column). Acoustic model adaptation refers

to Gaussian mean adaptation. Adaptation of both means

and variances did not improve further the performance.

Table 3 reports results obtained on recordings of television

broadcast news. Comparing these results with those ob-

tained on the IBNC test set, it can be noted that they are

tangibly worse.

It should be pointed out that the �rst test set consists of



Focus Word Baseline MLLR

condition distrib. (means)

F0 57.4% 15.6% 14.3%

F1 0.9% 42.6% 29.6%

F2 23.1% 27.8% 26.0%

F3 6.1% 23.8% 21.6%

F4 3.0% 35.1% 29.8%

F5 0.0% - -

FX 9.4% 25.0% 20.9%

Global 100.0% 20.6% 18.7%

Table 2: Performance of the speech transcriber on the

IBNC test set.

Focus Word Baseline MLLR

condition distrib. (means)

F0 36.4% 18.1% 16.5%

F1 0.4% 48.0% 52.0%

F2 0.0% - -

F3 3.9% 33.3% 22.0%

F4 27.8% 36.3% 28.5%

F5 0.0% - -

FX 31.5% 34.5% 25.9%

Global 100.0% 29.0% 23.2%

Table 3: Performance of the speech transcriber on record-

ings of television broadcast news.

material recorded in homogeneous conditions with respect

to the training portion of the IBNC corpus. Instead, the

second test set consists of recordings from television pro-

grams which are di�erent from radio programs for many as-

pects such as the studio acoustic conditions and the struc-

ture of the programs. This is also shown by the di�erent

distributions of the uttered words with respect to the focus

conditions, as reported in Tables 2 and 3. In the television

news programs telephone speech (focus condition F2) is

not present, while in the radio programs telephone speech

represents a signi�cant part of the whole speech material.

On the contrary, speech with generic background (focus

condition F4) represents a signi�cant part of the television

recordings while in the �rst test set material corresponding

to condition F4 represents a marginal part of whole set of

data.

6. CONCLUSION

Work is in progress at ITC-irst to augment the training

data and to improve algorithms.

A comparison with a previous version of the system [1],

which used less training material, shows that augment-

ing the training data and improving acoustic modeling

allowed a signi�cant improvement of performance, from

21:5% WER to 18:7% on the IBNC test set. Furthermore,

the di�erence, in terms of transcription performance of ra-

dio and television broadcast news, suggests that the train-

ing set should be enlarged in order to contain an adequate

amount of examples of recordings of television news pro-

grams. Activity for collecting a suitable amount of data,

for development and evaluation purposes, has been already

scheduled.

Future work will be devoted mainly to acoustic modeling,

fast unsupervised speaker adaptation and language model

adaptation [9]. Furthermore, speaker tracking algorithms

are under development to improve the indexing capabilities

of the system.
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